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Abstract-Fifty-three
different 3D shapes were defined by sequences of 2D views (frames) of dots on a
rotating 3D surface. (1) Subjects’ accuracy of shape identifications dropped from over 90% to less than
10% when either the polarity of the stimulus dots was alternated from light-on-gray to dark-on-gray on
successive frames or when neutral gray interframe intervals were interposed. Roth manipulations interfere
with motion extraction by spatio-temporal (Fourier) and gradient first-order detectors. Second-order
(non-Fourier) detectors that use full-wave rectification are unaffected by alternating-polarity but disrupted
by interposed gray frames. (2) To equate the accuracy of two-alternative forced-choice (ZAFC) planar
dir~tion-of-motion
~~ri~nation
in standard and zloty-alternated
stimuli, standard contrast was
reduced. 3D shape discrimination survived contrast reduction in standard stimuli whereas it failed
completely with polarity-alternation even at full contrast. (3) When individual dots were permitted to
remain in the image sequence for only two frames, performance showed little loss compared to standard
displays where individual dots had an expected lifetime of 20 frames, showing that 3D shape identification
does not require continuity of stimulus tokens. (4) Performance in all discrimination tasks is predicted
(up to a monotone transformation) by considering the quality of first-order information (as given by a
simple computation on Fourier power) and the number of locations at which motion information is
required. Perceptual first-order analysis of optic flow is the primary substrate for st~cture-from-motion
computations in random dot displays because only it offers suBicient quality of perceptual motion at a
sufficient number of locations.
Kinetic depth effect

Structure from motion

Shape identification

INTRODUCTION

A sequence of 2D projected images (frames) of
a moving 3D object is sometimes perceived as a
moving 3D shape. When each isolated 2D frame
is uninformative about 3D shape, but the sequence causes a 3D shape to be perceived, this
is called the kinetic depth efict, after Wallach
and O’Connell (1953). When a computer
algorithm recovers 3D shape from a 2D frame
sequence, it is called ~~~&i~re from motion
(Ullman, 1979).
There are two classes of proposed models for
deriving 3D shape from 2D frame sequences;
we designate them as feature-correspondence
models and JIow -field models.
Feature -~orre~~onde~~emodels
Feature-correspondence
models use geometric constraints, usually coupled with assumptions of rigidity, to derive shape. Examples
of algorithms that derive a 3D configuration
from a set of n points (or similar features)
displayed in each of m frames are Hoffman and

Fourier motion

Bennett (1985) and Ullman (1979, 1985), or see
Braunstein, Hoffman, Shapiro, Andersen and
Bennett (1987) for a more empirical treatment.
A list of visual features is identified and located
in 2D space on each frame. In this class of
model, the correspondence of point n in frame
m with equivalent point n in frame m + 1 is
assumed to be known. Using Euclidean geometry and the assumption of object rigidity, a
3D location for each feature on each frame is
derived. The set of 3D locations determines
object shape.
Flow -field models
Flow-field models derive object shape from
local velocity info~ation
described by optic
flow fields. An object is described by many
points or other features densely scattered on its
surface and possibly throughout its volume. The
flow-field is computed from the velocities of
groups of points over a sequence of frames.
Flow-field velocities determine relative depths
and orientations and thereby object shape (e.g.
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Clocksin, 1980; Hoffman, 1982; Koenderink &
van Doorn, 1986). Flow-field models suggest
that a sequence of frames might be considered
not as an abstract list of features with associated
location info~ation,
but as a motion stimulus
to one or more motion-detection mechanisms.
In this article, we are primarily concerned with
determining the nature of this motion stimulus.
FIRST-ORDER

AND SECOND-ORDER
SYSTEMS

MOTION

We consider here three kinds of motiondetectors: two first-order detectors, which we
designate as (1) spatio-temporal motion energy
detectors and (2) gradient detectors, and (3)
second-order detectors. A first-order detector
detects motion in stimuli that would yield motion to a local spatio-temporal Fourier analysis;
a second-order detector may detect such motion
but also detects motion in a wide class of stimuli
that do not yield directional motion under any
kind of Fourier analysis. We examine these
kinds of detectors in more detail below.

Motion discrimination (e.g. the discrimination of leftward from rightward motion) now
appears to be a different process than velocity
discrimination. The elaborations of the basic
motion-detection
mechanism to account for
velocity discrimination are quite complex (e.g.
Watson & Ahumada, 1985; Heeger, 1987) and
involve the interplay of many elementary
motion detectors. Since all these models ultimately depend on a basic mechanism that is
equivalent to an elaborated Reichardt detector
(ERD), we shall describe the ERD in more
detail.
A Reichardt motion detector consists of two
component half-detectors. One half-detector
compares the intensity at point A, time t with
the intensity at point B, time t + At (see Fig. 1).
The other half-detector looks at (B,t) and

Fourier motion-energy detectors: the elaborated
Reichardt detector (ERD)

Low-level motion mechanisms are now
thought to be based on systems that approximate a local spatio-temporal Fourier analysis
of frame sequences (Adelson & Bergen,
1985; van Santen & Sperling, 1985; Watson
& Ahumada,
1983; Watson, Ahumada &
Farrell, 1986). Indeed, whenever the spatiotemporal frequency components of a stimulus
differ in temporal frequency, the output of these
mechanisms is simply the sum of their responses
to the individual spatio-temporal Fourier components of the stimulus (derived from their
equivalence to Reichardt detectors-van
Santen
& Sperling, 1984a, b). The Reichardt detector
(Reichardt, 1957) was the first computational
motion detector. The elaborated Reichardt detector (van Santen & Sperling, 1984a, b, 1985)
successfully extended the basic scheme to the
prediction of human psychophysical data, although there were earlier attempts (e.g. Foster,
1969, 1971). The motion models of Watson and
Ahumada (1983) (when elaborated) and of
Adelson and Bergen (1985) have motiondetection m~hanisms that are defined differently but have been shown to be equivalent to
Reichardt detectors at their final outputs (van
Santen & Sperling, 1985), although the order of
intermediate operations is different.

Further processing
and
decision rules
Fig. 1. A schematic illustration of an elaborated Reichardt
detector (van Santeu & Sperling, 198.Q one implementation
of a spati~-tempo~l motion analyzer. Image ~tensity at
location A at time f is correlated {multip~i~) by image
intensity at location B at time t f Aht(left halfdetector).
Similarly, image intensity at location Bat time t is correlated
(multiplied) by image intensity at location A at time t + Ar
(right half-detector). These correlation values are temporally
integrated over some time domain ?I’,and compared (subtracted) to yield a direction-of-motion signal for that detector. Orientation and velocity tuning am determined by the
selection of receptive fieids I, and IB and AL Spatial scale
is determined by the spatial function which senses image
intensity. Outputs of populations of such detectors of
various scales, locations, and velocity tuning must be integrated with subsequent decision rules. Further elaborations
are required to construct velocity sensors.
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(A,r + At). While each half-det~tor can detect
motion by itself, the two together have some
important advantages. They signal motion in
opposite directions by outputs of opposite sign,
and by canceling evidence for movement in
opposite directions, they help to disambiguate
flicker and other nonmotion stimuli from true
motion.
To account for psychophysical data, the spatial points A and B are replaced with spatiotemporal receptive fields, IA and Is, and the pure
delay At is replaced with a linear filter. The
receptive fields 1, and 1, determine the spatial
orientation-tuning of the detector, and IA and I,,
taken with the time delay At jointly determine
the velocity tuning. Theories of human motion
perception which we have discussed assume that
populations of such detectors exist in different
sizes (scales) and at each scale they are tuned to
different o~entations and velocities. The aggregated outputs of all these detectors are combined by a voting (decision) rule to predict the
direction of perceived motion at each spatial
location and time.
ERDs (and hence the various equivalent spatio-temporal motion-energy models) account
for a wide variety of critical data on direction of
motion disc~mination (van Santen & Sperhng,
1984a, 1985). To provide velocity sensing,
outputs of arrays of basic spatio-temporal
motion detectors must be combined (Watson &
Ahumada, 1985; Heeger, 1987), because an isolated ERD will not function adequately as a
velocity detector. Stimulus contrast and many
factors relating to velocity tuning are confounded in the response of any one motion
detector. Watson and Ahumada (1985) propose
direct coding of the temporal frequency of sets
of motion detectors, Heeger (1987) compares
the overall pattern of responses of a set of
motion detectors to an unknown stimulus to the
patterns produced by known training stimuli.
Gradient detectors

A second class of first-order motion detection
mechanisms uses gradients in the computation.
Examples are Limb and Murphy (1978),
Fennema and Thompson (1979), Horn and
Schunk (1981), Marr and Ullman (1981), and
Harris (1986). Basically, these models find local
areas where luminance I(x,y,t) varies as a function of (xJ), i.e. has a nonzero spatial gradient
Vl(x,y,t) # 0. The velocity v is determined by
the ratio of the change in I(x,y,t) as a function
of time to the change in I(x,y,t) as a function of
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space. Gradient models do a single local computation that embraces both the Reichardt motion
detection mechanism and the subsequent velocity stage of the flow-field models.
Whenever the spatial luminance gradient is
small, velocity estimates are extremely unstable.
Therefore, Adelson and Bergen (1986) proposed
weighting the local velocity estimates by a
“confidence” value. Choosing the “confidence’”
level as the local value of the squared gradient
converts the gradient computation into a leastsquares estimate of velocity (Lucas & Kanade,
1981), a computation that can be carried out
by the first-order motion-energy/elaboratedReichardt systems that we outlined above.
Thus, while at first glance gradient computations seem quite different from Fourier firstorder computations,
the difference vanishes
when a realistic gradient computation is made
(Adelson & Bergen, 1986).
Second-order motion detection

Stable perception of direction of movement
and of velocity can arise from complex stimuli
which are essentially invisible to first-order
motion detectors-they
fail to report any consistent direction (Chubb & Sperling, 1988a, b).
Motion detectors to perceive Chubb and
Sperling’s motion stimuli require two stages of
linear filtering separated by a full-wave rectification stage that computes the absolute value of
contrast. For the present stimuli, however, the
linear filtering stages are unnecessary and will be
omitted. Because of the necessity of a two-stage
analysis (first rectification with or without filtering, then Reichardt-or-equivalent motion detection), motion detectors that can detect such
stimuli are called second-order. Early evidence
(Chubb & Sperling, 1987) suggests that secondorder systems may operate primarily foveally
and with lower spatial resolution than firstorder detectors. Since they depend on rectification, with inevitable loss of info~ation,
secsystems have higher contrast
ond-order
thresholds than first-order systems (Chubb &
Sperling, 1989a, b).
First-order and second-order systems and KDE

This paper asks whether the ability of humans
to perceive 3D shape from a 2D frame sequence
depends on the strength of evidence supplied to
first-order motion mechanisms. This question
stands in sharp contrast to much of the historic
work on kinetic depth effect, which emphasized
cues such as perspective (e.g. Braunstein, 1962),
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tuned to the “veridical” motion direction; alternation, as illustrated, stimulates large-scale detectors tuned to the opposite direction (Anstis,
f 970; Anstis & Rogers, 1975; Chubb & Sperling,
1988b; Rogers & Anstis, 1975). Like the spatiotemporal energy models, the gradient methods,
which examine changes in luminance patterns
over time, are also disrupted by polarity
reversal.
We investigate interspersed gray frames and
polarity reversal (and other manipulations, see
Landy, Dosher, Sperling & Perkins, 1988) that
may disrupt first-order processes. We determine
whether 3D shape extraction is disrupted. It is
also important to determine whether any such
disruption is special to 3D shape extraction
processes, or whether it can be accounted for
exactly by decrements in simpler 2D visibility
and motion tasks.
The objective measure of 30 shape recovery

The essence of kinetic depth perception is the
addition of depth information to a 2D image to
create a perception of a 3D object shape. We ask
whether kinetic depth percepts depend on firstorder motion analysis. In order to have more
than a qualitative answer to this question, it was
first necessary to develop an objective index of
3D shape perception. To this end, we (Sperling,
Landy, Dosher & Perkins, 1989) developed a
shape identification task with a very low guessing baserate (near 2%) and a large performance
range (up to 95 -t %). This task requires subjects to identify a display as depicting one of a
large lexicon (53) of three-dimensional (3D)
surface shapes. In this paper, we also use comparison tasks such as detection, direction discrimination and motion segmentation in several
control studies.*
GENERAL METHODS

Apparatus

Stimuli were pre-generated and stored on a
Vax 1l/750 computer that shipped images to an
Adage RDS-3000 image display system. A
Conrac 72 1lC19 RGB color monitor was used
for display, operating at a refresh rate of 60 Hz,
noninterlaced. Only the green beam of the
monitor was used.
*Preliminary reports of these experiments are contained in
Landy, Sperling, Dosher and Perkins (1987), Landy,
Sperling, Perkins and Dosher (1987) and Dosher, Landy
and Sperling (1988).
VR 29112-J
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Procedure

Displays were seen through a viewing tunnel
and circular aperture, which provided monocular viewing at a viewing distance of 1.6 m. The
circular aperture was slightly larger than the
displays, The size, intensity, timing and content
of the displayed frame sequences are listed
below for each experiment separately. Following each display sequence, the subject pressed
keys or typed the required judgement. The
primary task was shape identification. Control
tasks included standard two-interval detection,
direction-of-motion discrimination, and motion
segmentation. Displays were viewed in mixed
lists within experiments.
The methods sections for Expts l-6 are
presented together below, in the order in
which the results will be discussed. This allows
an uninterrupted
presentation of the arguments in the Results section, where motivation
for the particular conditions and experiments
can be found. The experiments were actually
run in the following order: 1, 3, 5, 2, 6
then 4.
The displays, or conditions, for Expts 1-3the 3D shape identi~cation experiments-are
summarized in Table 1. The displays, or conditions, for Expts 4-6-planar
motion experiments-are
summarized in Table 2. Distinct
display types are numbered continuously in the
two tables.
METHOD:

~PERIM~

1 LAIN)

IdePttification stimuli

The main experiment compared objective performance levels on standard kinetic depth displays with performance on comparable displays
that disturb or weaken first-order motion cues.
The objective measure was percent correct identification. The shape lexicon was based on
peaks, valleys, and flat regions located in one
of two triangular layouts. Figure 3a shows the
two triangular layouts on a square ground, and
Fig. 3b shows some examples of shapes. Fig. 3c
illustrates a shape movement, and Fig. 3d indicates the size of a single display frame. Stimulus
identification consisted of reporting the layout
(Up vs Down), the sign of the bump (+ = peak,
0 = flat, - = valley) in each of locations 1, 2,
and 3, and the direction of rotation. (See Sperling et al., 1989, for details.)
For the 3D shape identification task, feedback consisted of a list of the correct responses.
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Table 1. Display types for Expts l-3
Task: large lexicon shape identification
Display

Motion
cuea

Experiment 1
(Main)
f With density
2. Standard
3. With density
4. Standard
5. Alternating polarity
6. Alternating polarity
7. Alternating gray
8. Alternating gray
9. Alternating contrast
10. Alternating contrast
Il. Density only

3D
3D
3D
3D
3D
3D
3D
3D
3D
3D
Random

Density
cueb

Rotation
speed”

Intensity +
incrementsd

Dot
lifetime’

Standard
Standard
Half
Half
Standard
Standard
Half
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard

1:f
1:1
1:l
1:l
1:-l
0.5: -0.5
1:o

30
230
30
s30
530
530
11;30
s30
130
230

1:o

2:t
I.5:O.S
I:1

I

Experiment 2
(Equated contrast)
12. Standard

3D

N

Standard

v:v

$30

Experiment 3
(Lifetimes)
2. Standard
13. 3-Frame
14. 2-Frame

3D
3D
3D

N
N
N

Standard
Standard
Standard

I:1
1:l
1:l

530
3
2

a3D motion cues refers to 2D projections of 3D moving stimuli. Random refers to random motion
correspondences arising from uncorrelated new dot samples on each frame.
bDot-density cues removed by minimal (<So/) dot scintillation,
‘Standard rotation speed: was + 25 deg sinusoidal rotation per 30 new frames; 15 new frames per set with
4 sync cycles per new frame. Half rotation speed: f 25 deg sinusoidal ratation per 30 new frames; 7.5
new frames per see with 8 sync cycles per new frame (conditions 3, 4) or I5 new frames per set with
4 sync cycles per new frame (condition 7) (see text).
dThe numbers code the increments or decrements in intensification of dots on a neutral gray background.
1 refers to 1 x the standard increment level, and - 1 refers to 1 x the standard decrement level. The
value to the left of the colon refers to dot intensi~~tion on odd frames; the value to the right to even
frames. For example, I : 1 means dots received the same standard increments on all frames; 1:0 means
dots received standard intensification on odd frames, and no intensification on even frames; etc. Gray
backgoround was between 3 1 and 38 cd/m*. Standard increments (and decrements) were between 13
and 21 extra (or fewer) pcd per dot, See the text for exact values for each subject. The value V refers
to fraction (< 1) of standard increment intensity which equates non-alternating stimuli to alternating
polarity stimuli for percent correct planar motion direction judgements (see Expt 5). Intensities for
V were between approximately 0.5-0.6, or between 8 and IO@ per dot.
‘Lifetime refers to the number of new frames that the same dots on the 3D surface appear in during the
stimulus sequence. Since the display sequences were 30 new frames long, a lifetime of 30 frames is
maximal. The value 530 refers to nominal lifetime of 30 frames, subject to ~in~llation for density
control. Conditions (13) and (14) resample one third and one half of the dots in the stimulus per frame,
respectively, yielding scintillation values of 33% and 50%.

For any stimulus, there were two correct responses, which are depth-reversals of one another; the depth reversals are coupled with
opposite perceived directions of rotation. Subjects were initially shown perspective drawings
of shapes and instructed in naming performance. Subjects were trained in practice sessions
until they achieved approximately 85% correct
on the easiest stimuli.
The standard kinetic depth display consisted
of white dots on a mid-intensity (gray) background. The displays were 300 dot random
subsamples of the picture plane, displayed with
*The number of dots actually varied slightly from 300 due
to sampling of dots at or near the windowed edges.

an x,y resolution of 182 x 182 pixels.* Projections were parallel. Peaks or valleys had simulated height equal to half the side of the square
ground. The smooth surface was constructed by
smoothing of a spline inte~olation
over the
stimulus peaks and the ground. The surface was
initially parallel to the projection plane, and
rotated first right (or left) 25 deg, back through
to left (or right) by 25 deg, and then back
full-forward (25 deg amplitude sinusoidal rotation) over a period of 30 new image frames.
Stimulus edges never appeared in the display
window, The displays assumed no occlusion of
dots by the 3D surface (transparency). The
standard display rate was IS new frames (with
changed frame contents) per second. Each new
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Table 2. Display types for Expts 4-6
Planar motion experiments
Display
Experiment

Motion
cue”

Number of
patchesb

Motion
direction

2D

1

L or R

5 levels

2D

1

L or R

+ 5 levels

Intensity *
increments’

Task

4

visibility)
15-19. Standard
20-24. Alternating polarity

Detection
(2iFC)
Detection
(21FC)

Experiment

5

(Motion direction)
25-29. Standard
30-34. Alternating polarity
Experimen?

2D

1

L or R

5 levels

2D

I

L or R

15 levels

2D

9

1:l

2D

9

8L/lR
or lL/8R
8LIlR
or lij8R

Direction
(ZAFC)
Direction
(2AFC)

6

(Motion segmentation)
35. Standard
36. Alternating__polarity.

1:-l

Odd motion
(9AFC)
Odd motion
(9AFC)

“2D motion cue refers to uniform field motion of a random dot field in a larger background of neutral gray
or of dynamic random dot noise. Planar motion was 1 pixel per new frame, 15 new frames per see, or
4 sync cycles per new frame. See text for details.
bPatches were 48 x 48 pixels. Single patches were embedded in a largerbackground. The 9-patch displays were
arranged in a 3 x 3 square grid.
cDots were displayed as increments or decrements on a gray background. The intensities were varied as
percentages of the standard increments and decrements, which are labeled as in Table 1. Variable intensity
increments differed across subjects (see text).

frame was shown for 4 sync cycles, at a monitor
sync rate of 60 Hz. Half speed displays either
showed new frames every 8 sync cycles, or at 4
sync cycles with interleaved gray frames. In the
data of Sperling et al. (1989), a similar whiteon-black display condition yielded identification
performance in the 95% range. Other conditions modified this standard display.
~i~~l~~ geometry and timing

The 3D shape display was confined to the
central 182 x 182 pixels of a 5 12 x 512 raster
*The linearization of the monitor depended on the average
intensification level. To equate light and dark dots
required calibration on the same gray-level, and with
display conditions as closely related to the actual displays as possible. A regular grid of one in nine pixels was
nominally assigned the dark intensity and the remaining
pixels assigned the gray background level. The decrement (in cd/m*) relative to a uniform field of background
intensity was equated to the increment when one in nine
pixels were assigned the light intensity on a gray background level. One in nine pixels is an approximation to
the sparse displays of the actual stimuli, while still
providing stable measurements with an UDT- 161CRT
photometer. The increment in intensification due to each
stimulus dot (in @cd/dot) was computed from the field
increment. Although a stimulus dot is nominally one
pixel, our calibrations show that intensification affects
neighboring pixels via the point spread function of the
monitor and phosphor nonlinearities.

(60 Hz, no interlace). Background luminance
was uniform over the entire 512 x 512 area. The
182 x 182 display area subtended 3.7 by 4.2 deg
at a viewing distance of 1.6 m that was controlled by viewing tube and aperture. On each
trial, a fixation spot appeared for 1 set, followed
by 1 set of blank (gray) screen, then the rotating
stimulus for 2 set (4 set for half-speed displays).
The screen was blank until the next trial was
initiated. Responses were typed into a separate
keyboard, and feedback (correct stimulus identification) appeared on a separate CRT.
Calibrated intensities

The display monitor was calibrated to equate
the light and dark dots on the gray background,
i.e. the l~inance
energy gain of increments
and the luminance energy loss of decrements.*
Three subjects participated. For subject MSL,
the standard intensity condition consisted of
background luminance of 3 1.8 cd/m* (average
of 11.6ficd/pixel) with 13.2/~cd additional (or
lowered) intensification for each stimulus dot
(at viewing distnace of 1.6 m). For subject CFS,
the background was 31.0 cd/m* (average of
11.3 +A/pixel) with increments or decrements
of 13.2pcdldot. For subject JBL, the background was 38.8cd/m2 (average of 14.2pcd/
pixel) with increments or decrements
of
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of 20 frames for the dots of frame 1. (These
displays are indicated as ~$30 in Table 1.)
Condition (11) extracts the local density cues
in (1), but eliminates systematic motion information. Time- and position-de~ndent
density
is generated by random sampling from the
rotating 3D shape with a new random sample
for each frame (dot lifetime of 1 frame). This
destroys systematic motion cues, but maintains local variations in dot density under
rotation.
Most displays depict a standard rotation
speed as described above. In conditions 3 and 4,
half-speed rotation is produced by displaying
each new frame for 8 (sync) repetitions (instead
of 4 in the standard condition). The half-speed
gray frame conditon (7) is accomplished by
interleaving 4 repetitions of each new frame
with 4 repetitions of gray frame. Full-speed gray
frame condition (8) is a~~omplish~ by interleaving 4 repetitions of every other new frame of
the standard stimulus with 4 repetitions of gray
frame.
Standard displays depict the 3D shapes by
displaying bright dots, of a selected standard
intensity of increment on a neutral (gray) background. Intensity listings in Table 1 refer to a
multiple of the standard dot intensi~cation,
positive for increments and negative for decrements. In alternating polarity displays, the dots
are bright in odd frames, and dark on even
frames (labelled 1: - 1). In alternating gray
displays, gray background is displayed on all
even frames (labelled 1: 0). Other non-standard
increments serve as controls.
METHOD:

EXPERIMENT 2 (EQUATED
IDENTIFICATION)

CONTRAST

Conditions

The task in this experiment was 3D shape
identification; it was conducted with displays
that had been equated for disc~mination of
motion direction by reducing dot intensity by
an amount determined from Expt 5. Subjects
viewed standard 3D shape identification displays-Table
1, condition (2)-in which the dot
increments had been reduced (condition 12).
The data for the standard (non-alternating
condition) in Expt 5, by interpolation, allowed
the selection of an increment intensity which
would approximately equate the percent correct
motion direction judgement of the standard
condition with polarity alternation stimuli at
full intensity increments and decrements. This
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dual-erection-dis~~~nation
value was determined separately for each of the two subjects.
Each of the 54 identification stimuli was presented in random order.
DispIay geometry and calibrated intensities

Viewing conditions were the same as those
described in Method Experiment 1, Calibrated
intensities were: for MSL, the background
intensity was 3 1.Ocd/m2 with increment/
decrement intensity of88 j&/dot. For JBL, the
background intensity was 38.0 cd/m2 and increment intensity was 9.6 pcd/dot.
METHOD:

EXPERIMENT

3 (LIFETIMES)

Conditions

This experiment compared three conditions in
which the lifetimes of the dots were 2 frames, 3
frames and 130 frames (continuous) (conditions 14, 13 and 2, respectively, under Expt 3
in Table 1). See Fig. 6a for an illustration.
New dots were subsampled randomly, with
ad~tional sub~pling
to eliminate density
cues for all conditions of this experiment. The
task was 3D shape identification. Each of the 54
shapes appeared once in each condition, for 162
identification responses per subject.
In the 2-frame displays, each subsampled dot
appears for exactly 2 consecutive new frames.
Half of the dots are replaced with another
random subsample on each new frame. This
introduces 50% scintillation (density control
does not require additional subsampling). In the
3-frame displays, each dot appears for exactly 3
consecutive new frames. One-third of the dots
are replaced with another random subsample on
each new frame, for 33% scintillation. In the
130-frame displays, each dot remains visible
for all 30 new frames of the display, with
exceptions to eliminate the density cues, which
introduced 5% scintillation. This is identical to
condition (2) of Expt 1.
Display geometry and calibrated intensities

The identification stimuli, subjects, and viewing conditions are identical to those listed in
Method Expt 1. Calibrated intensities were
identical to those in that experiment.
METHODz

EXPERTS

4 (VISIBIL~~

Conditions

Conditions for Expts 4-6 are listed in Table 2.
This experiment required subjects to detect the
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presence of uniform planar motion in a twointerval forced-choice (21FC) paradigm (Fig. 7a).
The subject indicated which interval contained
the moving stimulus. Guessing baserate is 50%.
Stimuli consisted either of normal light dots
on a gray background (conditions 1519), or
polarity alternating light and dark dots on
the background (conditions 20-24). The five
conditions of each type are measures of motiondirection at five levels of the “standard” (condition 2, Expt 1) dot intensity (increments or
decrements). For MSL, the intensity conditions
were 17%, 25%, 33%, 42% and SO*/ of standard. For JBL, the intensity conditions were
33%, 50%, 67%, 83% and 100% of standard.
The 10 conditions each were tested 20 times per
block in random order, for 5 blocks, or a total
of 1000 trials per subject.

achieved for only one or two frames and then
only at the exact center of a peak or valley. Most
dots in the vicinity of a peak or valley have an
average speed of one-half peak speed or less.
The selection of drift speed for this direction of
motion control is considered in the Results
section.
The dots were either all white on gray (standard) (conditions 25-29) or alternated in polarity (conditions 30-34) from frame to frame.
Standard and alternating images were crossed
with five increment intensity levels at 33%,
50%, 67%, 83% and 100% of the standard
increment/decrement. Each of the 10 conditions
had 200 samples, 100 with each movement
direction, for a total of 1000 direction judgements per subject.

DispraY geometry aad ~~~~rated intensities

Display geometry and calibrated intensities

Each interval of the display consisted of a
4 set fixation spot, 5 set blank screen, followed
by 1.067 set (16 frames at 15 frames/set) of
stimulus. Non-motion intervals displayed uniform gray fields. Motion intervals displayed a
sequence of approximately 17 random dots in
a 48 x 48 pixel (0.97 by 1.l deg) patch
(0.~75 dots/pixel, or 16 dots/de$ average density) moving left or right by 1 pixel/frame, or
approximately 0.35 deg/sec. The viewing conditions were identical to those described above
for Experiment 1. For MSL, the background
intensity was 31.0 cd/m*, and the intensity
increment or decrement was 13.2 ,ucd/dot at
100% standard intensity. For JBL, the background was 32,0cd/m’ and the increment or
decrement was 16.9 pcd/dot at 100% standard
intensity.

Each trial consisted of a f cue spot, f set blank
gray frame, and 1 set motion display, followed
by a blank frame during the response interval.
The image was 200 x 200 pixels, 4.1 by 4.6 deg
at a viewing distance of 1.6 m. This included a
dynamic noise background, with a moving center of 48 x 48 pixels. Dot density was approximately 16 dots/deg2, and drift velocity was
1 pixel/frame, or approximately
2.3 min arc/
frame, or 0.35 deg/sec. The viewing conditions
and calibrated standard intensities are the same
as those in Method Expt 1.

METHOD: EXPERIMENT 5 (MOTION DIRECTION)

The task in this experiment was discrimination of leftward from rightward motion of dots
within a square in the center of a larger field
(Fig. 8a). The stimuli were a uniform field of
dots of approximately the same density as
the shape identification stimuli of Expts l-3.
The drift speed of dots in the central square
(0.35 deg/sec) was appro~mately the average of
ground dots at the edges of the shape identification stimulus, or approximately one-eighth of
the peak velocity in that stimulus. In the 3D
shape identification stimuli, peak speed is

METHOE): EXPERIME~ 6 (MOTION
SEGME~ATION)

Conditions

The task in this experiment was motion segmentation. Each display consisted of a 3 x 3
grid of patches of planar motion, with eight
patches drifting left (in a left-drifting surround)
and one patch drifting right, or vice versa
(Fig. 9a). The subject’s task was to name the
location and direction of the odd motion.
There were two conditions in this experiment:
bright dots of standard intensity (35), and dots
of alternating polarity (36) on a gray ground.
For JBL, all conditions were intermixed, such
that each of three blocks showed 72 stimuli from
condition (35), and 54 stimuli from each of
condition (36) and a third condition which we
do not report here. For MSL, two blocks had 90
trials each of conditions (35) and (36).

KDE and optic flow-1

Display geometry and calibrated intensities
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Each image was 200 x 200 pixels or 4.05 by
4.62 deg at a viewing distance of 1.6 m. Each
motion patch was 48 x 48 pixels filled with dots
at a density of approximately
17 dots/patch
(0.0075 dots/pixel,
or 16 dots/deg*),
of a
1 pixel/frame drift. The background moved in
the same direction as the common-motion
patches; the odd-motion patch moved in the
opposite direction. Other viewing conditions
were the same as in previous experiments. For
MSL, background intensity was 3 1.Ocd/m*,
intensity
of
increment-decrement
with
13.2pcd/dot for conditions (1) and (2). For
JBL, background intensity was 38.0 cd/m*, with
increment/decrement
intensity of 19.2 ,ucd/dot
in conditions (1) and (2), and 9.6 pcd/dot for the
equated condition (3).
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Shape identljkation
Elimination of the density cue (Experiment

1).

When a surface is depicted by a random sampling of surface points which then undergo
rotation, local regions of higher or lower dot
density change over rotation. To assess the
possibility that these changes in dot density per
se can be used as cues to 3D shape, identification performance for image sequences that include both motion and density cues is compared
to those in which density cues are eliminated, or
in which only the density (but not the motion
cues) are preserved. (See Method Expt 1
for experimental details.) Relevant individual
subject data are shown in Fig. 4. (These results
were initially reported in Sperling et al., 1989.)
Eliminating density cues from motion sequences
has only a small effect on the subjects’ ability
to identify shape from strong structure-frommotion stimuli, which may actually be due to
introduction of scintillation. One of the three
subjects (MSL) was able to perform significantly
above the 1.9% guessing baserate (29.6%) with
density cues alone in the absence of motion
cues, by using a sophisticated guessing strategy.
Since our conditions involve the disruption
of strong input to low level motion systems, it
was desirable to eliminate any cue, such as
density, which might contaminate estimates of
shape identification with weak structure from
motion image sequences. Therefore, all other
displays exclude the density cue. All critical

25

Fig. 4. Shape identification performance for normal displays
with and without density cues, and for the density only
displays. Performance range is from 0 to lOO%, with a
guessing baserate of 1.9%. The three panels show data for
individual subjects.

image sequences were constructed to have uniform dot density in local regions of the image
plane.
Standard sequence: motion without density
cue, standard and half-speed (Experiment 1).

Percent correct 3D shape identification is shown
in Fig. 5. Standard errors of all proportions in
the figure are less than 6%; chance is 1.9%. The
3D shape task is illustrated in Fig. 3. Standard
sequence conditions display sampled dots which
are a fixed increment brighter than the gray
background. Percent identification levels are
shown for “standard” rotation speed (sinusoidal rotation of amplitude 25 deg and period
30 frames, at frame rate of 15 new frames/set),
and for half speed (7.5 new frames/set). The
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Fig. 5. Shape identification performance for standard displays, alternating gray frame displays, alternating potarity
displays and a number of control displays. Performance
range is from 0 to lOO%, with a guessing baserate of 1.9%.
The three panels show data for individual subjects. (Contrast equated condition unavailable for subject CFS.)

average percent correct is similar for both
speeds, with half-speed slightly less for subjects
JBL and CFS.
Gray frame dilution (Experiment I). By interspersing a background level (gray) blank frame
between each frame depicting points of the
object, we presented direction-ambiguous information to first-order motion mechanisms while
maintaining the visibility of the dot features in
any given frame (see Discussion section: Fourier
Analysis of the Stimuli). There were two variants of this manipulation: one which equated
the viewing time for each new image seen, but
consequently slowing the rotation rate of the
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stimulus in time; and the other which replaced
every other new stimulus frame with a blank
frame, but equated effective rotation rate.
Both of these variants destroyed the ability
to recovery shape info~ation
from the
stimulus (see Fig. 5). Only one of three subjects
(MSL) maintained significantly above chance
performance (average of 11%) on image sequences with alternating gray frames. Although
this represents above chance identification performance, it is dramatically worse than his
identification performance of nearly 90% with
the unperturb~
standard sequence. Rotation
speed in these ranges had only small effects
on either standard or alternating-gray conditions, and thus can not account for the
impact of alternating gray frames on 3D shape
performance.
Alternating polarity (Experiment I). In polarity alternation, the stimulus tokens (subsampled
dots on the shape surface) alternate between
intensity increments and decrements (light on
gray than dark on gray) on each frame. Adjacent image frames primarily support motion
signals of the incorrect sign in the first-order
system. Analysis of the change in location of
these motion signals over many frames, or
analysis following some form of ratification
(second order, or non-Fourier analysis, see
Chubb & Sperling, 1988b) could support the
correct motion interpretation. Two levels of
polarity alternation were examined, one with
light dots equal in intensity to those in standard
image sequences and one with light dots half the
intensity of those in standard image sequences.
In both cases, the dark dots were symmetrically
below the background level. Again, disrupting
the input to low level motion systems reduced
shape identification performance to near guessing baserates. Only one of three subjects (MSL)
retained above-chance identification on polarity
alternation stimuli (average of 10%).
Intensity aIter~ation stimuli ~Experiment I).
introducing blank (gray) frames between every
stimulus frame in an image sequence causes
ambiguous signals in the first-order motion
systems. Introducing polarity reversal caused
direction-reversed
signals in the first-order
motion systems. Both manipulations also introduce whole-screen flicker, stimulus frames including intensified dots appear every other new
frame for a flicker frequency of 7.5 Hz. We
included two ctmtrast alternation (without polarity alternation) conditions, which also exhibit
whole-screen flicker at 7.5 Hz, both of which
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sustain performance levels close to that of the
standard stimulus.
One flicker control alternated the intensity of
stimulus points between the intensity level in
normal displays and twice that. This stimulus is
the sum of the standard stimulus and the gray
frame stimulus. The other flicker control alternated between 1.5 and 0.5 the standard levels.
This stimulus is the sum of a half contrast
standard and the full-contrast gray frame
stimulus. Alternatively, this stimulus can be
decomposed into a standard stimulus plus a
half-contrast polarity alteration stimulus (i.e. a
high-flicker added stimulus). The performance
levels on both control conditions are quite
consistent with a Fourier power (first-order)
analysis of these sequences (see the Discussion).
Thus, addition of flicker per se does not account
for the decrements in performance for alternating-gray and alternating-polarity displays.
Equated intensity control (Experiment 2). We
have demonstrated that gray frame alternation
and polarity alternation both severely disrupt
the ability of subjects to extract 3D shape from
an image sequence which allows highly accurate
3D shape identification under standard display
conditions. However, perhaps this disruption is
not unique to the recovery of depth information. Perhaps it simply reflects a general disruption in visiblity or motion discrimination. In
order to control for this possibility, we constructed equated-intensity
controls based on
~rfo~ance
in simple dir~tion-of-motion
discrimination. The details of the direction discrimination data are described below and in the
Method for Expt 5. By reducing the intensity
(lowering contrast and hence visibility) of a
standard (light on gray background) planar
motion stimulus, it is possible to make it equivalent to a full-intensity polarity alternation
stimulus for the purposes of left-right directiondiscrimination.
The direction-discrimination
displays present a patch of moving dots of
approximately the same area as a bump in the
3D shape displays. Having found the equivalent
reduced-contrast
standard stimulus, we then
compared 3D shape discrimination for the two
stimuli (reduced-contrast normal, full-contrast
polarity alternation). These results are shown on
the extreme right in Fig. 5 for MSL and JBL. If
the effect of polarity alternation can be attributed solely to a visibility-related decrement,
then the equivalent intensity condition should
have yielded equal shape identification performance to that for polarity alternation. In fact,
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lowering intensity adversely affected shape identification, but levels were still well above those
for shape identification from polarity altemation displays. The percent identification for
standard, equivalent intensity and polarity alternation conditions were 87%, 43% and 15%,
respectively, for MSL, and 69%, 33% and 6%,
respectively, for JBL. (Standard error of the
43% and 33% equated contrast conditions is
f6%.)
Tracking disruption-ll~etimes
(Experiment
3). We have shown that conditions which
disrupt input to low-level motion analyzers
also eliminate the ability to perceive threedimensional shape, at least in the conditions of
our experiments. It is interesting to contrast this
with a manipulation which eliminates the ability
to track individual image features (dots) over
multiple frames. Models that emphasize the
extraction of specific image features and their
image plane location (Hoffman & Bennett,
1985; Ullman, 1979, 1985, etc.) might predict
that eliminating feature stability should have an
equally large impact on the shape identification.
We investigated this hypothesis by comparing
feature stability over a full 30 frame image
sequence with stimuli in which features (surface
dots) were stable for only 3 and 2 frames, after
which they were replaced with a different random sample of dots (Fig. 6a). The shape identification data are shown in Fig. 6b. For two
subjects (MSL, CFS), reducing tracking to two
frames (and increasing scintillation substantially) had very little effect on performance. A
third subject’s (JBL) two-frame lifetime identification performance was about 54% of normal.
While this was a 2 x loss, it was a much smaller
loss than the 10 x loss induced by polarity
alternation for JBL. Thus, feature-tracking
models of the kinetic depth effect appear unable
to account for the performance in our experiments.
Motion visibility, discrimination and segmentation
This section compares the disruptive effects of
polarity alternation on 3D structure-frommotion (shape identification) to its effects on
~sibility, dir~tion-of-motion
disc~mination
and segmentation.
Motion visibility (Experiment 4). Subjects
were asked to detect which of two temporal
intervals contained a motion stimulus and
which contained a uniform field of background
intensity. The motion stimulus was either a
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displays (averaged across contrasts) yielded
73% and 74% correct detection, respectively.
For JBL, the figures were 83% and 90%, respectively. Whereas polarity alternation almost destroys the ability to extract three-dimensional
shape, it may slightly improve stimulus
detection relative to standard displays for our
conditions. Detection accuracy with polarity
alternation is essentially perfect at intensity
levels comparable to those used in the 3D shape
experiment (MSL at 50% intensity is 95% correct, and JBL at 100% intensity is 96% correct).
The small effect of polarity alternation on
detection performance is consistent with the
near-symmetry of increment and decrement
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Fig. 6. (a) rllustmtion of the construction
of two-frame
lifetime displays, as well as standard construction. In the top
panel, sampled dots remain visible in all frames of the
display. In the standard 30-frame condition, control for
density cues actually introduced 5% ~intillation, for an
expected lifetime of 20 frames. In the bottom panel, sampled
dots remain only for two frames, and are then replaced by
another sample. (b) Percent shape identification for three
subjects in each of the lifetime display conditions. Guessing
baserate is 1.9%. Shape identifi~tion is little affected by the
lifetime manipulation. The small decline may be a consequence of scintillation not loss of trajectory information.

random dot field moving at uniform velocity to
the right or left, or a polarity alternation version
of the same stimulus. The display is schematically illustrated in Fig. 7a. The size of the region
was approximately that of a single peak or
valley in the shape displays, of approximately
the same dot density and a representative velocity (between that of the ground and maximal
velocity of a peak or valley). (See Method Expt
4 for details.) Detection may reflect contributions by nonmotion systems. For example, Watson and Ahumada (1985) claim that detection of
moving stimuli with velocity less than 2 deg/sec
is performed by non-motion systems.
The detection data are shown in Fig. 7b.
Across a range of stimulus intensity increments
(17%-50% of standard level intensity for MSL,
33%-100% of standard level intensity for JBL),
the effect of polarity alternation was small.
For MSL, standard and polarity alternation
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Fig. 7. (a) Illustration of the two-interval forced choice
(21FC) paradigm for the motion visibility task. Subjects
judged which 1 set interval contained a s~mulus, and which
interval was blank. (b) Percent detection of a planar motion
display in the 2IFC task. Detection is measured for standard
and polarity alternation image sequences as a function of
dot intensity (expressed as a percentage of a standard
intensity). Guessing baserate is 50%.
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thresholds in small-target pedestal detection experiments (Krauskopf, 1980; Rashbass, 1970;
Roufs, 1974), although some studies find decrements slightly easier to detect (Pate1 & Jones,
1968; Short, 1966). Alternatively, the fundamental flicker component of the polarity alternation stimulus is 7.5 Hz, approximately at the
peak of the flicker sensitivity function (Watson,
1986), which suggests that polarity alternation
may be most sensitively detected by flickersensitive mechanisms.

(b)
loo,-

Direction-o~~motio~ ~iscrimi~~tio~ (Experiment 5). Subjects were asked to discriminate the

direction of motion (right or left) of a small
patch of random dots moving with uniform
velocity (Fig. 8a). The dots were either always
light against the background, or alternated polarity from frame to frame. Di~~mination was
examined over a range of intensity increments
(or decrements) per dot. (See Method Expt 5 for
details.)
Direction discrimination data are shown for
two subjects in Fig. 8b. Polarity alternation
impaired subjects’ ability to discriminate motion
direction: averaged over intensity level, standard and polarity alternation conditions yielded
85% and 69% correct, respectively, for subject
MSL, and 90% and 67% respectively for JBL.
However, at the intensity levels that were investigated in the shape identification experiments,
levels of direction discrimination for polarity
alternation stimuli were good: 87% correct for
MSL and 88% correct for JBL. Intensity-based
decrements for standard displays in this experiment were used to select the “equated intensity”
condition listed above for shape identification.
The patch size in the direction-of-motion
displays were selected to be approximately the
size of a bump or depression in the shape
displays. The speed of drift (0.35 deg/sec) was
selected to be representative of the modest
speeds in many points of the 3D shape displays,
where peak speeds may range up to 2.5 degfsec.
Based on data from direction of motion discrimination in near-threshold sine wave stimuli (Ball
& Sekuler, 1979; Burr & Ross, 1982; Green,
1983; Watson, Thompson, Murphy, & Nachmias, 1980) and theoretical computations on
direction of motion discrimination for random
dot stimuli (Nakayama, 1985; van Doom &
Koenderink,
1982), we picked the weakest
motion stimulus that could be derived from the
3D shape task: the slowest reasonable speed and
approximately the same number of dots in the
displays to be comparable. That the direction of
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Fig. 8 (a) Schematic illustration of the motion direction
di~~mination task. Outer dots were dynamic noise, dots in
the central patch drifted left or right at 0.35deg/sec. Subjects judged the direction of motion of dots in the central
patch. (b) Percent correct discrimination of the direction of
motion in the 2D motion-direction display. Discrimination
is shown as a function of the intensity increment (as a
percent of the “standard” intensity increment), of the
stimulus dots on a gray background. The intensity increment where the dashed line-and-arrow intersects the performance line for standard displays equates standard (at
reduced intensities) and polarity alternation displays (at
standard intensities). The guessing baserate is 50%. Panels
show the data of different subjects.

motion of this stimulus is nearly always judged
correctly at standard intensities implies t&
direction of motion at a single location is almost
completely intact when 30 shape identi~cation
is at zero.
In two-frame experiments or multi-frame
experiments where two frames appear alternately, polarity alternation may lead to below
chance performance on direction discrimination
(Anstis, 1970). Polarity alternation
excites
first-order (Fourier) spatio-temporal sensors for
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motion opposite to the veridical direction, as
schematically illustrated in Fig. 2c. Here, in
multi-frame movement, the (temporally and
spatially) local support for movement in the
opposite direction is apparently more than
offset by second-order (nonFourier) processes
sufficiently often that direction discrimination
rarely falls below 50%. Chubb and Sperling
(1988a, 1989a, b) show that the relative dominance of the first-order and second-order information in polarity alternation stimuli depends
on the spatial scale (near viewing distances favor
second-order information).
~~~jon segmentation (Experiment 61. In contrast with simple detection or discrimination of
motion direction, a more complex direction task
did show decrements in performance more comparable to those seen in shape identification. We
developed a motion segregation paradigm in
which nine small patches of uniformly moving
dots were presented as a 3 x 3 grid embedded in
a border of moving random dots (Fig. 9a). All
but one patch depicted motion in the same
direction (left or right), while the odd patch
depicted motion in the opposite direction. The
stimulus dots either remained above the background level (light on gray), or alternated polarity. (See Method Expt 6 for details.) In this
situation, polarity alternation had a large impact on selection of the odd patch. MSL reported 95% correct locations with the standard
display, but only 22.2% with polarity alternation. JBL reported 84% correct and 10.5%
respectively (chance = 11.1%) (Fig. 9b). The
accuracy levels for polarity alternation dispIays
are consistent with sophisticated guessing {see
Discussion).
DISCUSSION

Fourier and nonFourier inputs to structure from
motion
Vivid 3D shape percepts which allow accurate
3D shape identi~cation can arise from appropriately constructed 2D image sequences depicting
projections of those shapes under rotational
motion. Typically these 2D sequences provide
good input to first-order
spatio-temporal
(“Fourier”)
motion analyzers. In order to
determine whether strong Fourier motion is a
prerequisite to shape extraction, we examined
display manipulations which maintain the identity-correspondence
between points in successive frames, but disrupt first-order analysis.
Interleaving blank frames or alternating token
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Fig. 9. (a) Schematic illustration of the nine-location forcedchoice (9LFC) motion segmentation display. Subjects
judged the location of the single patch moving opposite in
direction to the other eight. (b) Percent correct location
judgement for the 9LFC task for standard and alternating
polarity displays the two subjects. Guessing baseline is
11.1% (1 in 9).

contrast-polarity
both had devastating consequences for the ability to identify 3D shape in
our displays. The inability to recover shape
was not due to overall display flicker since
same-sign alteration in the intensity levels of
particular tokens did not seriously disrupt
performance. Subjectively, a sensation of local
motion was maintained, and selected points
could still be tracked. Nonetheless,
this
information was not adequate to support shape
identification.
The dependence of 3D shape perception on
unambiguous first-order (Fourier) motion inputs suggests that, for our stimuli, direction and
velocity serve as the primary input to a subsequent shape-extraction (structure from motion
computation, e.g., Koenderink .& van Doom,
1986). Obviously the velocity information
must be computed simultaneously or nearly
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simultaneously at several locations in order to
perform the 3D shape task.
The main alternatives to local velocity-based
computations depend on geometric analyses of
identified feature elements and ‘operate over
more than two frames (e.g. Ullman, 1986).
These alternative schemes are challenged by our
finding that shape extraction is little affected by
change in feature elements as often as every two
frames. Further, subsequent work (Landy,
Dosher, Sperling & Perkins, 1988) shows that
motion displays of only two-frames also support
moderately good shape identification.
Williams and Phillips (1986, 1987) report
what they consider a surprising perceptual phenomenon of perceiving a 3D shape in a randomdot flow field. We interpret their finding here as
further evidence that a local velocity computation is the basis of perception of 3D shape. In
their dynamic 2D displays, dots execute a random walk of constant step size, with displacement angle chosen from a uniform distribution
with a range less than 1.50deg. Subjects perceive
a rotating and translating 3D cylinder. In these
stochastic displays, velocity information is very
similar to the local velocity information in a
cylinder with dots sprinkled through its volume,
rotating rigidly and translating along its axis of
rotation (e.g. as displayed by Dosher, Landy &
Sperling, 1989).* As in our experiments, the
momentary distribution of velocities, not the
stochastic trajectories of individual dots, determines the 3D percept.
3D shape extraction is especially impaired in
displays that have contradictory or ambiguous
first-order (Fourier) information. Control experiments demonstrated that contrast-polarity
alternation, which essentially eliminate
3D
shape identification, nonetheless left the detection judgement and the direction-of-motion
judgement for a small isolated moving patch
quite high. Motion se~entation,
which requires analysis of motion direction in a number

*In the display of a transparent cylinder tilled with dots,
rotating around a central vertical axis and translating
upward, dots viewed through the middle of the cylinder
have a greater range of lateral motion velocities and dots
at the 2D edges have a smaller range of velocities; in
Williams and Phillips’ random flow field, there is a wide
range of velocities throughout the display. However, at
the edges, dots disappear and re-appear; this scintillation
(as in Expt 2) reduces the magnitude of perceived depth;
mean Iateral velocity in both areas is zero. The effective
flow fields for these differently constructed stimuli
actually are quite similar.

of local display regions, was also profoundly
affected by polarity alternation.
A Fowier co~~t~tio~ for the strength of jirstorder motion perception

Up to this point, we have talked in generalit*tes about Fourier and non-Fourier computat*tons of motion direction. Here we propose
some very simple, specific, Fourier computations that account quite well for the results that
we have attributed to first-order motion processes. The computation proceeds as follows.
(1) Compute the Fourier transform of the stimulus as it was viewed by the observer, i.e.,
with the correct visual angle and an accurate
description of the display that was actually
produced. Compute the power p(wx,w,) of
each spatio-temporal frequency component.
(2) Retain only the power pE that exceeds a
small threshold E > 0, i.e. p,(~,~,co,) = max
CP@w4)

- 4.

(3) Retain only the Fourier components that
fall within a window of visibility (Watson,
Ahumada & Farrell, 1986) that includes all
spatial frequencies greater than zero and
less than or equal to 30 cycles per degree of
visual angle and all temporal frequencies
greater than zero and less than or equal to
30 Hz, viz. (0 < k@,l~J I 30).
(4) The net directional power, DP, of all frequencies within the window of visibility is the
rightward power minus the leftward power:

The computation gives equal weight to all
motion component within the window of
visibility and zero weight to all components
outside the window. In a more refined analysis, it might be useful to weight spatial
frequencies according to a contrast sensitivity function. However, it is not obvious how
to weight signals that are above threshold.
For practical purposes, it turns out that the
exact size of the window of visibility has
little influence on relative DPs for the
stimuli considered here.
the
left-minus-~ght-difference,
Basically,
summed over all frequencies, is similar to the
computation that is carried out by previously
proposed first-order motion models. For example, within its window, an elaborated Reichardt
motion detector (van Santen & Sperling, 1984)
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computes the algebraic sum of all velocity
inputs that differ in temporal frequency. Velocity inputs that have the same temporal frequency (and therefore differ only in spatial
frequency) are processed by detectors of different scales, sensitive to different spatial frequencies. Outputs of different detectors are
combined at the next higher level (e.g. Adelson
& Bergen, 1986).
A real detector, localized in space and time,
cannot have the perfect resolution of a Fourier
analysis of the entire x,y,t stimulus. The entire
Fourier analysis is most appropriate for analyzing local areas where movement can be regarded
as uniform and homogeneous. Even with all
these qualifications, the straightforward Fourier
analysis of the dot movement-patterns is quite
informative.
Fourier analysis of the stimuli

The space-time (x,t) representations of a
single dot element in each of the motion stimuli
for our main conditions is shown in the left
hand panels of Fig. 10. The Fourier power
spectra for those stimuli are shown in the right
hand panels of Fig. 10. Figure 10a represents a
dot moving from left to right over frames. The
dot is the standard intensity on the neutral
background. The abscissa represents 1.07 deg of
spatial position x from left to right; the ordinate
represents a 1.07 set interval of time, t, from
bottom to top. The representation assumes a
sampling density of 120 samples per degree of
visual angle and 120 samples per second to yield
temporal discrimination up to 60 Hz and spatial
discrimination up to 60 c/deg of visual angle. (In
this representation, the four refreshes of each
new image frame are seen as four repeats at the
same location in alternate l/120 set samples.
The illuminated dots on our display are depicted
as 2 adjacent spatial samples.) The steep spacetime function reflects the fact that our stimuli
move relatively slowly (0.35 deg/sec). Figure lob
shows the corresponding Fourier power spectrum. The abscissa is w, and the ordinate is u,;
the axes cross at u, = o, = 0.
If the standard motion stimulus were moving
continuously in space and time, essentially all of
its components would be at the intended direction and speed. Because it is sampled in time
(60 Hz refresh and 15 new frames/set) and in
space (by the resolution of the pixel array) it
contains ambiguous temporal and spatial
components. Most of the power is in the
intended direction and velocity (upper left
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and, symmetrically, lower right quadrants). But
there is a surprising amount of power in the
unintended direction as well (upper right, and
symmetrically,
lower left quadrants).
The
(0 < 1~J,k~+lI 30) window of visibility is shown
as the inner square in Fig. 10. The computed DP
strongly favors the intended direction by 5: 1.
Figures 1Oc and d show the stimulus representation and Fourier energy spectrum of a standard stimulus at half intensity (approximately
that of the contrast-equated control). The transform is the same as Fig. lob, but of half power.
With E = 0, the computed DP is exactly half;
with E > 0, the computed DP is less than half.
Figures 10e and f show the stimulus representation and spectrum for the alternating gray
frame stimulus. In the case of gray-frame stimuli, power at the intended direction and velocity
is halved, and approximately balanced by power
dispersed over a range of velocities in the opposite direction.
Figures log and h show the stimulus representation and spectrum for the alternating-contrast
polarity stimulus. In this case, the net directional power DP is of very slightly lower magnitude than for the standard stimulus, but favors
the unintended over the intended direction
(more power in the upper right and lower left
quadrants).
Figures 1Oi and j show the stimulus with
contrast alternation between 2 x and 1 x the
standard intensity. This stimulus can be viewed
as the sum of the standard stimulus and the
alternating-gray
stimulus. Although the 2 : 1
contrast-alternating
stimulus has some of the
diffuse power of the alternating-gray stimulus,
2: 1 contrast alternation puts more power into
the intended direction and velocity than even
the standard stimulus. Figures 10k and 101 are
for stimuli with contrast alternation between
1.5 x and 0.5 x the standard intensity. This
1.5 : 0.5 contrast-alternating
stimulus can be
viewed as the sum of the half-intensity standard
stimulus and the alternating-gray stimulus. The
computed DP is slightly lower than for the
standard stimulus.
Tasks

The kinds of information needed for good
performance in the various tasks is summarized
in Fig. 11 and, along with the relation to
computed DP, is explained below.
Detection. In Expt 4, we noted that simple
two-interval forced choice detection (21FC Detection) of a single local patch of moving dots
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Fig. II. A schematic illustration of the kinds of information required in order to perform each of the
experimental tasks. The simple 2IFC detection task may reflect the output of non-motion systems in a
single location. The 2AFC discrimination of motion direction task requires the output of a motion
direction mechanism in a single location. The 9LFC motion segmentation task requires the output of
motion direction mechanisms in a number of locations nearly simultaneously. The 3D shape task requires
direction and speed information from a number of locations nearly simultaneously.

is probably accomplished by other systems than
the motion systems. The equality (or near equaiity) of detection with standard and polarity
alternation displays insures that polarity alternation did not result in peripheral cancellation
of the input stimulus.
D~~ec~~~~.Di~rimination
between left and
right motion direction (two-alte~ative
forced
choice, 2AFC Direction) minimally requires direction (but not necessarily velocity) analysis by
a motion detection system in a single location
(Fig. 11). As shown by the Fourier spectrum of
Fig. lOh, a first-order analysis of a polarityalternation stimulus would support the unintended (opposite) direction of movement. A
second-order analysis based on full-wave rectiiication would yield the correct direction and
velocity. In full-wave rectification, the sign of
contrast is lost, and the standard stimulus would
be recovered. 2AFCdirection
performance is
impaired by polarity alternation, but still well
above chance for a wide range of contrasts.
Polarity alteration
leads to high levels (about
88% correct) of ZAFC-direction performance at
“standard” contrasts; hence, perceptual secondorder analysis occurs under these conditions.
But, alternating-contrast
polarity stimuli require higher contrasts to yield equal directiondiscrimination than do standard stimuli which

stimulate first plus second-order systems. This
might reflect power loss in the second-order
analysis, the need to overcome conflicting firstorder information, or both.
Motion segmentation. In order to isolate
which of 9 patches is moving in a direction
opposite to the others requires that direction of
motion be assessed in several locations (Fig. 11).
We examine the consequences of observing (correctly perceiving the direction of motion in) n of
the 9 locations. Observing just one patch, which
is sufficient for the 2AFCDirection task would
lead to chance performance of one-in-nine locations-identical
to the guessing level without
seeing the display. Observing any two patches
could improve performance by sophisticated
guessing. That is, if the two patches move
oppositely, then one of them is the target; if they
move in the same direction, one of the remaining 7 is the target. The probability of sampling
two opposite direction locations times a guessing accuracy of l/2 plus the probability of
sampling two same directions times a guessing
accuracy of l/7 yields an estimate of 22.2%
correct. Observing any three or more patches
could improve performance by a combination
of informed judgements and sophisticated
guessing, etc. The data for polarity alternation
do not require us to consider more than two
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Fig. 12. The relation between 3D shape identification performance and computed net directional power
DP within the window of visibility and above a th~sho~d E. Solid circles on the abscissa are values of
DP computed from the spectra in Fig, 10, panels (bf, (d). etc., for an E of 0.12 x the maximum power
value in the spectrum of the standard stimulus. Open circles on the abscissa are the values of DP computed
for an E of 0. (The rank order of conditions under the two computations is the same.) The 3D shape
identification performance is monotone with DP for all reasonable values of E 2 0.

observations. Performance for polarity alternating stimuli in the odd-in-nine motion segmentation task was indistinguishable from the simple
1 in 9 baseline (11%) for one subject (lo%), and
slightly above the 1 in 9 baseline for another
(22%), which could be achieved by sampling
only two locations.
Motion segregation, like shape extraction,
may be dependent on strong Fourier input
largely because it requires evaluation of motion

*At certain moments during the rotation, dots on bumps
move opposite to ground dots, and at other moments
dots on depressions move opposite to ground dots. To
solve the task by motion direction only would require
sampling at least three frames. That is, to observe any
motion at all, requires two frames. Since there are only
two categories of motion-dir~tion response, from the
motion observed in the first two frames, only two
categories of dots could be observed (e.g. left or rightward moving). By observing a third frame, some of the
dots that were categorized together in the first two
frames could be differentiated (e.g. initially leftward,
then rightward) and this could be used, in principle, to
set up the three categories of dots (forward, center,
behind) needed to solve the 3D shape discrimination
task. However, we show (Landy et al., 1988) that two
frames suffice for accurate performance. This means that
at least three (moving leftward, moving rightward, not
moving) and probably mom categories of velocity information are available. Therefore, for the present discussion, we can assume that our 3D shape identification
task has access to three-category velocity information;
this velocity information obtained simultaneously from
(at least) six locations would suffice to solve the task.

signals at more than one location nearly simultaneously. The second-order motion system operates p~rna~ly foveally (Chubb & Sperling,
1988b). Two locations might be successively
fixated in our 1 see displays. For standard
displays, performance in this task is excellent
(85-95%). By similar computations, this would
require observation of approximately 7 locations. Thus, first-order information supports
direction of motion analysis at a number of
directions simultaneously, while second-order
information can support direction of motion
analysis at only one or two.
30 shape. The simplest solution to the 3D
shape identification task requires simultaneous,
or nearly simultaneous, knowledge of the motion-direction information (and possibly also
the velocity) at the six bump locations (Sperling
et al., 1989). The principle is that, to a first and
adequate approximation, dots on bumps move
in one direction, dots in depressions move in the
opposite direction, and dots on the ground
plane move very little. Thus, to solve the 3Dshape task, motion has to be categorized into 3
categories (leftward, rightward, and near zero)
at a number of locations simultaneously.* Although the 3D-shape identification task could,
in principle, be carried out with only this very
coarse velocity information, more information
usually is used. For example, in a version of the
3D-shape identification task with different
bump heights, subjects can quickly discriminate
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three levels of bump height (Sperling et al.,
1989). The bump-height discrimination is based
on speed.*
Although a sophisticated local velocity computation probably underlies the 3D shape percept, for our set of stimuli, the simple (Fourier)
net directional power, DP, computation offers
an adequate account of performance in the 3D
shape identification task. We assume that net
directional power DP serves as a measure of the
quality of first-order direction information in
the various displays. If the 3D shape identification performance with our displays primarily
depended on good first-order information, then
the performance level for the various displays
would increase monotonically with the quality
of first-order information-here
indexed by DP.
Figure 12 shows the percent correct identification in the 3D shape task as a function of
computed DP for the representative 2D motion
display (Fig. lOa-1). DP is in units of power
normalized to the standard stimulus. Identification levels increase monotonically with DP, as
expected.
Full-wave rectification of polarity alternation
displays (second-order processing) would allow
recovery of intended motion signals. However,
3D shape identification performance on these
displays is approximately at chance levels (left
half of Fig. 12). In principle, systematic DP
favoring the unintended direction might be used
in sophisticated guessing, but apparently is not.
Performance on displays with polarity alternation may also reflect conflict between first-order
and second-order motion information.
The effect of the power threshold E in the
computation of DP may be understood by
comparing 3D shape performance in the contrast equated (approximately half-power standard) and 1.5:0.5 contrast alternation stimuli.
Without the power threshold E entering into
computed DP, the contrast alternation 1.5 :0.5
computed DP is only slightly higher than that
for the half-intensity standard, while identification levels are quite different. However, even
with E = 0, identification
performance
is
monotone with DP. (DP computations with
E > 0 and with E = 0 are shown as filled and
open circles, respectively, on the abscissa of
*To prove that the relevant cue for discriminating bump
heights is speed, possible alternative cues, such as distance traversed and the configuration at the point of
rotation reversal must be irrelevantly varied so that they
can not become artifactual cues.
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Fig. 12.) Hence, the 3D shape data are consistent with a DP analysis of the outputs from a
first-order (Fourier) motion system.
WhyJirst-order motion for 30 shape perception?

First-order (Fourier) motion systems are assumed to be implemented with detectors like
those schematized in Fig. 1. Second-order (nonFourier) motion systems may implement some
form of nonlinear transformation on the image
intensities prior to further spatio-temporal analysis (see Chubb & Sperling, 1987). The two tasks
in which second-order information could not be
efficiently utilized, 3D shape recovery and motion segmentation, require information about
motion direction (and velocity) in several local
regions simultaneously. Hence, our evidence
agrees with the evidence of Chubb and Sperling
(1988a, b, 1989a, b) that the non-Fourier motion systems are most effective at large spatial
scales, with fovea1 presentation, and do not
function well in noncentral locations. For our
stimuli, 3D structure was extracted primarily
from first-order motion information.
Our stimuli were modestly complex but continuous surfaces in depth. The surfaces were
depicted by randomly scattered and unconnected dots. Object transparency (where a portion of the stimulus which is behind a nearer
portion of the surface can be seen) was allowed,
but rarely occurred. (This form of representation is most similar to defining shape by local
texture elements in naturalistic displays,) Precisely what the boundary conditions are on
these findings remains to be determined. Because our dot stimuli are small, sparse, and
hence of low total contrast power, they may be
particularly poor stimuli for a second-order
motion system. Prazdny (1986) reported an
example of 3D shape from second-order motion
stimuli (which do not effectively stimulate firstorder mechanisms) for very simple (4 bend)
wide wire figures. The wires were depicted by
dense random dynamic noise against a background of dense static noise. His shapes were
very simple, nonsurface shapes, and were not
edited to exclude 2D information about identity. However, his thick wires are a better stimulus (than our dots) for a second-order system
due to the large spatial scale.
In a subsequent paper (Landy, Sperling,
Dosher & Perkins, 1988), we examine kinetic
depth stimuli that are statistically invisible to
Fourier detectors. We use various different stimulus tokens (dots, disks, wires) and backgrounds
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(gray, static random noise), as well as polarity
alternation of standard stimuli. For large-seal
tokens, polarity altemation is very damaging,
but some residual above-chance 3D shape
identification appears to be possible. That investigation also supports and generalizes the conclusion that the primary substrate of shape
identification is strong first-order motion information for stimuli which require analysis of
motion in a number of regions simultaneously.
However, appropriately constructed displays,
which provide a high power stimulus to the
second-order motion systems, may support
reduced, but above-chance 3D shape analysis.
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